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THE MUTITAL REACT ION OF ‘WINGSAND BODY. *

By J. Lennertz . .

At the suggestion of Professor Von Karman, I have made a

few theoretical investigations of the mutual reaction of the

.vir.gsand.body of an airplane, the results of which are given

here. The treatment of the problem is very complicated for the

usual body shapes. Therefore, there was assumed as the bas’is

of my calculations, a strongly idealized body shape, namely, a

cylinder extended to infinity at both ends and having its axis

narallel to the direction of m-etion of the airplane- &en

with this cylindrical body, the calculation is very instruct-

ive. The results are to be regarded as rough approximations

for a long a.irnlanebody a,ndalso for an air6hip which is nro-

vided 1~’ithfins. In my calculations, I have considered only a

monoplane in which the axis of the wing is rectilinear.

If a wing of infinite span, having a constant distribution

of the circulation, is attached to a cylindrical body so that

their axes intersect, then there is generated the same lift

as if the body were replaced by a.section of wing having the

same span as the diameter of the body. In this case, the body

has no effect on the wing. (The same holds true for a sphere

with infinitely wide winps.)

*%eitrag zur theoretischen Behandlung des gegenseitige~ Ein-
flusses von Tragfl&.cheund Rumpf.t’From ‘tZeitschrift fur Flug-
technik und l!otorluftschiffahrt,’fJanuary 14, 1927, pp. 11–13.
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1,

In the case of wings of finite span, the total lift and its~(~

distribution over the span are

[/

obtained from a consideration of
—..

the flow at an ’infinite distance fTOmthe wing and with the

help of the theory of momentum~ If the distribution of the cir-

culation is cons+afit over the span, then, according to the

Prandtl wing theory, the wing and free vortices can be replaced

by a,roughly horseshoe-shaned vortex (See Fig. 7). If the free.
,

para:lel branches of this IIhorseshoellvortex are reflected on

the surface of the body and if they are joined at the head,

there is groduced, inside the space formerly occupied-by the
—.- .---—------- --

bo~y, a “horseshoe” vortex of the same intensity, but in the

opposite direction. At an infinite distance from the wing,

both “horseshoe’ivortices give perfect flow. The law of moment-

um then gives us the total lift of the airplane

d’
A=pvrs(l- )

9
s’ +4e2

in which p is the density of t’neair; V, the velocity of the

basic flOw; r, the circulation about the wing; s, the span

of the airplane; d, the diameter

shortest distance of the wing axis

displacement of the wing axis from

of the body; and, e, the

from the cylinder axis (The

the E of the body, taken

as positive in the direction of the lift).
-,~*-.-.! r-. <:— ..+. -

If we replac’e”~he”body by sections of wing projecting into

the space originally occupied by the body and which will pro-

duce the same lift as the body, then the true or effective

.2
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span is obtained by rei.u~ingthe original span by the distance

between the ins~(~.senil:, CI LIIe added ~ections of wings (Fig. 8).

Assuming a ‘fhorseslue”vo.:t~~x5s a subst itute for the wings, the

prese-nce of the b.xiy-nf;ces~j.~Tates a change in the angle of at-

tack. This change is the recult of the downwash velocity,

whit’h the para”ilcl.vortex arms inside the body induce on the

wings. Ths apglc. by which the effective angle of attack of

the md.r.pis diminished by the body, is

r ~,

[

c%-:

C=4HV

(
s )2a2 y-—
2)

+ (U2 - l)2e2 :,

..

Oayi-: “,

(

2

‘1

d~y+~) -+-(& _l)2@ ‘
2/

in which y is the coordinate in the direction of the span,

measured from the axis of the body and a2 = s2+4e2.
d’

Simultaneously with the effective angle of attack, the induced

drag Qf the wing is also changed by the body. In Fig. 1, the

effect of the body on the wing drag for e = O is plotted

against the ratio b = ~. In Fig. 2, the effect of the body on

the wing drag for a fixed width ratio is plotted against the

displacement of the wing. According to this figu~e, the body

causes a slight iWd-uctionin the wing drag, when the wing is

located above or below the body. It is also worth noting that

the lift and the change _~the drag are direct functions of e
W*
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and that therefore the

same distance from the

in t’nesame manner.

#

raising or lowering of the wings by the

middle position affect the lift and drag //

Furthermore, the p~roblem of the minimum

.
a given lift is considered for the case when

the body axis intersect. For a wing without

induced drag for

the wing axis and

body, we hereby

obtain the condition that a constant downward velocity is pro-

duced in infinity on the vortex ribbon. The minimum condition,

whit’n is produced in this case, likewise with the aid of the

law of momentum and energy, corresponds, at am infinite dis-

tance behind the wing, to a.flow, which can be produced as fol-

lows (Fig. 3) .

A fluid motion is first selected which flows over the vor-

tex ribbon and the body and, at infinity, has a constant up–

ward velocity. This motion is superposed on a flow about the

body which, at infinity, has a constant downward velocity of

the same magnitude as the first upward velocity. The lift dis–

tribution, which follows fron this condition and corresponds

to the elliptical distribution on a wing, is shown in Fig. 4

for various span ratios. The induced drag, with the previous

designations in terms of the lift, becomes

(s
22

~=%k

8 d l--
..e–(.~~+2d; )2 4 arc sin ~ .

.-, I-r Tr b+l

In Fig. 5 the lift is plotted against the induced drag

both with and l~ithout reference to the body. The ratio of the
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share of the lift due to the body to the total lift is

+ (b2 + 1)2 . 2b 1b2 ~

2 (b4 -t-1) arc ’111b2+l-b4+l”

A few values for this ratio are given in the following ta’ole:

-b= 10 8 6 4 2

AR—=
A

over

1 0.216

In addition tO

the span, the 1

0.258 0.317 0.399 0.378

the total air forces and their distribution

ift distribution in the direction of the

length of the body is also of special interest. This is deter–

mined for ~~ringsof infinite span and for the ratio b=10

with constant

also for b =

lows frmn the

free vortices

case of wings

circulation distribution over the wing span, as

2 with the circulation distribution which fol-

condition of minimum drag for a given lift. The

are again mirrored on the body surface for the

of finite width. Thereby the condition of smooth

flow about the body is fulfilled at a long distance before and

behind the wing. In the vicinity of the wing, this condition

must be satisfied by the superposi~ion of a.supplementary flow.

The accurate numerical solution of the resulting marginal-value

problem can not be obtained. If we now develop all the veloc-

ity components in Fourier series according to the angle of cir-
.-.N.

culation about the cylindrical body, we find that only occas-

ionally the first harmonic term furnishes a contribution

.
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to the lift distribution along the body. Hence the correction

in the vicinity of the wing can be made by the assumption of a

double-source thread along the body axis, tihereby t-needge

condition wi]-1be fulfilled simply for the first Fourier term ‘

of the velocity component normal to the surface of the body.

For the determination of the intensity of the double-source

thread we obtain from the boundary condition an integral equa-

tion which uroduces, by transition to finite intervals, a sys-

tem of twice infinitely many linear equations with just as

many unknowns. The unknowns were found according to a method

indicated by Professor O. Toeplitz. The lift distribution was

then determined with the aid of the Bernoulli theorem. Fig. 6

represents the lift distribution along the body for the calcu-

lated cases, the difference being very small between b = @

and b = 10. The more exact derivation of these results will

be given in my Aachen dissertation, which mill soon be published.

Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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